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Identifier: S1.190
Name: Poetics of Materiality (Hong Kong, 2014)
Title and Statement of Responsiblity
Poetics of Materiality : Curated bt Charles Merewether / Edited by Agnes Lin
Designed by Sceroz Chan (Osage Design)
Photography by Kwan Sheung Chi
Creator(s)
Access status: Open
Edition Statement:
[1st edition]
Publication Statement
Hong Kong, China : Osage , 2014
Scope and Content
Catalogue published on the occasion of the exhibition Poetics of Materiality at the Osage, Hong Kong, 2014
Jan 4 - Feb 16, curated by Charles Merewether.
The exhibition is composed of artworks by 4 artists, coming from 4 different countries that together span
East and Southeast Asia. Placed beside one another, the artworks of these four artists show a certain unity as
much as a distinction. This unity is, in essence, a commitment to the materality of artistic practice not simply
the basis of much of artistic practice but, as its subject. ( 90 pages 43 photographs )
Conditions on Access
The physical publication is available for research purposes in the CFCCA search room by appointment.
Items in our library collection are not available for external loans.

Related Content
Related People and Organisations
Merewether, Charles, curator

(is associated with)
Bunoan, Ringo, artist, curator (is associated with)
Young, Rim Lee, artist (is associated with)
Ng, Joon Kiat, artist (is associated with)
Yu Ji, artist (is associated with)
Osage Gallery (2004-) (has contributor)
Related places
Hong Kong (has place of origin of resource)
Hong Kong (is associated with)
Related Events

Notes
Rules:
Our archival collections have been catalogued following the International Standard of Archival Description
(ISAD(G)) and principles of Records in Context (RiC). The library collection has been documented
following the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) standard and the International
Standard for Bibliographic Description (ISBD).
Subject terms for the collections have been taken from the Resource Description Access (RDA) values
which are made available under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License; the National
Archives’ PRONOM online registry of technical information; IANA media types. MIME types; Art &
Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)® and Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN)® which are made available
under the ODC Attribution License.

